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Is anyone doing this?:

It’s not a Verde workflow it’s just ERM activity...
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Are any Verde sites working round the limitations of the fixed Verde workflows?

- At Nottingham Trent University (NTU), Verde has become a well populated authority source for ERM data within Libraries and Learning Resources (LLR)
- LLR has opted not to use Verde workflows as these are too inflexible for our purposes
- LLR would like to use a combination of customised **Statuses**, **Dates**, and **Local fields**, together with Verde **reporting** to record and leverage eProducts currently subject to an ERM activity
- This would enable LLR to produce an updating report on eProducts requiring attention that is not directly related to **Selection** or **Production** status or to a service downtime
What sort of ERM activity?

• “The publisher platform is set to change on the 1st of next month – we need to review the test environment ahead of time and then verify that everything work when the new platform launches”

• “We’ve a query with this provider on post-cancellation legacy access”

• “This provider has agreed to enable Shibboleth access – but it’s not active yet”

• “We’ve submitted an SI to Pivotal on this eProduct – SI 1234567”

• “We’ve stored the current version of the licence, but we’re disputing one of the terms in it with the publisher. They’ve agreed to respond by the 15/10/10”

Is anyone doing (or wanting to do) anything similar? Do reporting limitations make it impossible?